
EX SESS 
Inventory of Hal’s Curbstone Shot file in basement 

1. SAC, DI to Director 6/16/°64 

Re: Notes as if for first time the curbstone shot. Mentions the Underwood 
pictures of the curbstone. Included are pix attachments of the location of the 
curbstone. 

dks bY 

2. Gemberling report 8 on the curbstone shot. See also Hal’s very 
useful notes attached. 

3. Gemberling memo 8/5/’64 on same 

4. Rosen to Belomnt 6/8/64 Tague’s name is mentioned. Claims Tague 
was interviewed by FBI on 12/14/’63 and report of interview sent to WC. 

Does Tague’s name ever appear in WC Index; he was never interviewed by 
the WC. Did they get the report? 

5. Shanklin to John Taipel 8/7/65 Taipal was director of Public Works in 
Dallas. It was his dept that removed the curbstone in August for FBI to 
do lab work. 

6. Hal’s notes on destruction of evidence re: curbstone. . . That is, FBI NA 

testing of the smear. 

7. Letter from a physical engineer who examined the curbstone and 
concluded that it was patched. March 17, 1983 

8. Director to SAC, Dal 7/23/64 Hoover directing Dal to take certain 
measurements of the curbstone, ets. This before the FBI had the section 

of the curbstone removed and sent to FROHQ for BULAB. 

9. Rankin to Hoover 7/7/’64 re: questions about the curbstone prompted by 
Martha Joe Stroud. 

10.BULAB report on the excised curbstone 8/7/’64 

11.Rankin to Hoover 7/16/64 Sends hoover a copy of Stround letter along 
with film. What does it all mean asks Rankin.
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12.Director to SAC, Dal 7/13/°64 re: curbstone matter 

13. Hoover to Rankin 8/12/’64 Hoover claims that according to BULab that 
the Tague bullet if it came from 6" floor TSBD would have come 5.3 
seconds after the fatal head shot. An impossibility to be sure. More on 
Hoover’s reading of the FBI lab report. 

14. Rankin to hoover 7/7/°64 Rankin wants to know whether the mark on te 

curbstone was made by a bullet. 

15.Deposition of Kilty about proper curnstone tests. 

16.LHO 8/10/64 w/ BULAB results . Also Hal’s page of notes.
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